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The 3x3 Play 
Your prospect isn’t buying technology–they are buying a solution to their problems/objectives.One of the 
greatest challenges technology companies in emerging spaces is to help buyers map specific use cases 
to buyer challenges and vendor solutions. The 3x3 that enables buyers and sales reps to align from the 
very first call all the way through to their first quarterly business review as a customer. You should be able 
to complete this table after your discovery stage. In the next meeting following a discovery conversation, 
review this slide with your Champion to ensure you captured their goals & milestones, and reinforcement 
how Radius delivers solutions that will enable their specific milestones. Challenge yourself to not put the 
solution in the second column–it should still be 100% about the buyer. 

Other tips:
● You don’t need to have 3–more isnt better. Specific is best. 
● Think of the strategic goal as the “compelling event” that is influencing this organization to research new solutions 
● This is slide at the beginning of all remaining calls–especially people new to Radius added to meetings
● Your 3x3 play is a perfect script for how to run a customized demo–it naturally aligns to benefits the solution will 

provide that specific buyer
● During discovery, show the buyer the 3x3 table empty and let them know you must map this out
● Not all cells under solution have to be completed. There maybe a key milestone that we don’t enable–buyers 

appreciate the transparency and actually believe you more if you include an objective that we can not help with. 









Examples



Strategic Goal Milestones/Challenges Solution

Become the fastest 
growing digital 
advertiser ever

Identify which accounts in Salesforce 
are most likely to need a promoted pin 
managed plan.

Leverage Radius segmentation capabilities to build 
targeted segments for SDRs to call on. Identify 
accounts with cross sell potential for either Promoted 
Pin or Buyable Pin product lines.

Find look-a-likes to target in verticals 
relevant to Pinterest.

Use Radius Insights and Recommendations to identify 
net new businesses likely to advertise with Pinterest. 
Sample expansion industries include Financial 
Services, Travel, Health & Medical, and more. 

Append billing information in 
Pinterest’s Salesforce instance, 
alleviating collections challenges and 
capture missed revenue. 

Data intelligence engineer from Radius will append 
Pinterest’s Salesforce data with information from the 
Radius Business Graph. This will increase the 
segmentation capabilities and alleviate billing 
challenges. 

Pinterest Strategic Initiatives

Business CaseGoals Segment Up NextProposal
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Strategic Goal Milestones Solution

Drop the 
spray and 

pray 
approach. 

Identify all likely-to-convert leads that are 
currently in Marketo. Currently have 1.2 
million prospects in Marketo (internationally) 
from purchased lists. They want to tap into 
those leads for prioritizing cold calling and 
emailing.

Automate this process by creating a fit score for each lead 
that is in Marketo. Radius can model off of customers and 
great opportunities to then assign a score for each Marketo 
lead. 

ABM Strategy for outbound cold calling. After 
they have gone through all of their current 
prospects that are in Marketo they want to 
start doing more targeted outbound. Have 
historically only segmented by firmographics, 
so want to get deeper on signals that are 
correlating to success to build out targeted 
lists. 

Use more advanced signals and tools for segmentation. 
Target the net-new businesses that fit their ideal customer 
profile.

Business Objectives: VideoJet
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                             Objectives

Strategic Goal Milestone Solution

Acquire & 
retain 10,000 

customers

Maximize rep efficiency
1. Lead scoring
2. Radius Connect

Use MSH score (behavioral/implicit) along with Radius score 
(demographic/firmographic/explicit) to hone in on prospects that have 
the highest propensity to convert into customers

Increase customer lifetime value for current 
and former customers to mitigate churn and 
win back former customers

Align SFDC statuses with Radius for current customers and former 
customers to create targeted, customized vertical or territory based 
content for nurture campaigns

Optimizing and maximizing MSH’s ability to 
utilize existing CRM data and net new 
records from Radius

Leveraging Radius Predictive Lift Scores to prioritize Open records (in 
Salesforce & Marketo) that are likely to convert and Recommended 
Segments to identify net new prospects that marketing and sales 
should pursue




